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Remarkable Healings: A Psychiatrist
Discovers Unsuspected Roots Of
Mental And Physical Illness

Psychiatry remains an emerging discipline. Many people suffer from ailments that have no apparent
cause, no obvious cure. Quite by accident, while using hypnotherapy, Dr. Modi discovered that
past-life regression can be a beneficial treatment. Many of these patients, under hypnosis, claimed
to have spirits attached to their bodies and energy fields, creating psychological and physical
problems. Based on years of experience, Dr. Modi describes techniques that release these spirits,
revealing how patients can sometimes recover within a few sessions.While most doctors would
agree that emotional states affect our health, few would give credence to spiritual "influences." In
this truly groundbreaking book, Dr. Modi presents evidence that something beyond the physical
affects the health of many people, and urges medical scientists to objectively assess this
revolutionary approach to mental and, often, physical illness. Pioneers have the courage to put
aside the status quo and evaluate what the evidence shows, even if it defies the prevailing logic of
the time. Both physicians and the general public should explore the pioneering work of Dr.
Modi--work which no doubt has produced many remarkable healings.
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This really "remarkable" book by Dr. Modi is a practical no nonsense book than enables us not only
to heal longstanding psychological and health problems, but reveals the answers to mysteries that
have puzzled people for millenia. Dr. Modi, M.D., is a psychiatrist who saw the limitations of
traditional psychotherapy and drug prescriptions for most mental and physical health problems.

Using hypnosis as a tool, she was able to interview the "soul" of the patient to find out the cause of
their problems. To her surprise, she found not only the soul, but other beings were often inside the
person, entities, discarnated, demons, inner children, past life personalities. By clearing away all this
debris, the soul was able to start healing its missing and wounded parts, resulting from traumas of
this and past lives. Many patients had miraculous healing from just one or 2 sessions! She
interviews actual demons and ghosts and gets detailed answers as to how they get their training in
hell, what motivates them, and how to free them into the light. She finds how past life traumas and
relationships determine who we know in our present life, and what health problems we now have.
She describes how we choose all major life events, both positive and negative for soul growth. All of
this is done without religiosity or theory. It is all practical for the healing of bodies, minds and souls. I
myself am a very successful health practitioner. after just 4 days of applying her approach with
patients I'm also getting remarkable results. One lady I have given dozens of remedies for
migraines, finally got them licked for good when we successful persuaded two black demon to leave
her head. Jesus casting out demons was no metaphor, it works.

I was a patient of Dr. Modi. Everything she writes in her books is true. I initially saw her for acute
depression, loss of short term memory, and psychic incidents entering my life. During treatment I
was cured of the following things:A. Acute DepressionB. Loss of Short Term Memory improvedC.
She helped me to understand that I was actually having psychic occurrences brought about by a
psychic opening and a kundalini uprising.D. Needle phobia so bad that sometimes Alien Hand
Syndrome would happen. My left hand would shoot out and grab the wrist of a nurse or doctor
holding a needle and restrain them until my brain took over.E. A phobia about touching certain kinds
of cloth or fabric.G. Fear of being crushed.Many of the problems were healed through past life
regression where returning to the precipitating incidents, healing the emotions, forgiveness, and
understanding allowed the damage to drop away from me. Other problems were solved by releasing
human spirits, minor demonic possession, and releasing and reclaiming soul attachments.It may
sound ridiculous but I tell you it is true. I am a highly intelligent, very well educated (Ph.D.) person
who held a number of very responsible positions in my community over the years. I am now retired.I
currently use my reveled psychic abilities including a talent for healing for the good of others. I've
seen several physical miracles occur while doing healings. I work only at church and there is no
charge for my services although you may make a donation to the church.I believe so strongly in Dr.
Modi's work that I went out and became a Certified Hypnotist and a Certified Instructor of Hypnotism
recognized by the largest of the national hypnosis organizations.
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